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You’re thinking about Kubernetes all wrong
We have to admit, we have an odd fascination with WSL — the
Windows subsystem for Linux. On the one hand ... cool tricks for
using WSL that make it even better. Many of the tricks rely on ...
Okta, Inc. (OKTA) Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript
For those looking for an open-source web conferencing option, learn
how you can use the BigBlueButton e-learning platform on Linux.
Linux Fu: WSL Tricks Blur The Windows/Linux Line
Establishing a customer experience (CX) program's ROI is one of the
greatest challenges that CX practitioners and the organizations they serve
face in the modern experience landscape. Across all ...

Linus Torvalds on Why Open Source Solves the
Biggest Problems
Today’s businesses are far more capable than they
were just five years ago. Thanks to advances in
technology, companies can scale up and out like never
before, virtualize just about everything, ...
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If you’re like most people, you’re probably using Google Chrome as
your default browser. It’s hard to fault Google’s record on security and
patching but privacy is another matter for the online ad ...
Report: Valve is secretly building a Switch-like handheld gaming PC
Linux and Git creator Linus Torvalds talked at length about topics near
and dear to his heart, in a new two-part email interview with Jeremy
Andrews, the founding partner and CEO of Tag1, a global ...
Is it Legal to Buy and Sell Bitcoin in India?
The Linux applications will even register themselves to appear in the Start
menu, which means you can launch these GUI apps without even
opening the terminal console. Although most users will be ...
Hotspot Shield review: a consistently good VPN performer
VMware urges customers to patch a critical remote code execution (RCE)
vulnerability in the Virtual SAN Health Check plug-in and impacting all
vCenter Server deployments.
Windows 10 build 21364 (earlier): Everything you need to know
A trusty VPN that continues to offer reliable and consistent
performance, Hotspot Shield has speed, affordability, and great
streaming performance ...
Five Days to Value with SUSE Manager
Ford just announced the new F-150 Lightning, the company’s first
all-electric pickup truck and the second vehicle in its major push into

EVs — the first, of course, was the Mustang Mach-E. That’s two ...
Linux Fu: Better Bash Scripting
We still don’t know the answers to either question ... on its devices by allowing
the company to move away from using a Linux kernel and instead use
Fuchsia’s Zircon kernel.
Simple Answers to Four Questions From Blockchain Skeptics
Q1 2022 Earnings CallMay 26, 2021, 5:00 p.m. ETContents:
Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants
Prepared Remarks: Dave Gennarelli [Commercial break] Hi,
everyone. Welcome to ...
How to Build a CX Business Case for Your CFO
What do the world's leading encryption and security experts think
about non-fungible tokens, supply chain attacks, coordinated
vulnerability disclosure and the ...
Ford CEO Jim Farley on building the electric F-150 — and
reinventing Ford
It is easy to dismiss bash — the typical Linux shell program — as just
a command prompt that allows scripting. Bash, however, is a full-
blown programming language. I wouldn’t presume to tell ...
Best browser for privacy 2021: Secure your web browsing
Valve, the company behind the uber-popular Steam video game
marketplace, is reportedly building another piece of mainstream gaming
hardware. This time around it’s rumored to be a Switch-like handheld ...
VMware warns of critical bug affecting all vCenter Server installs
Even more complicated answers that explain why something is useful
... the unikernel infrastructurecompany that runs software faster
andsafer than Linux has launched aninvesting campaign with ...
The Potential Role of Open Source Hardware in 5G Networks: Capturing
an Emerging Debate
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How to Use BigBlueButton for Web Conferencing on Linux
In this article, we will explain whether it is legal to buy and sell Bitcoin or other
cryptocurrencies, like Ethereum and Dogecoin, in India.
RSA Cryptographers' Panel: SolarWinds, NFTs and More
As part of two initiatives, 5G Beyond Borders and THING Tank, the Wilson
Center’s Science and Technology Innovation Program (STIP) convened a
group of open source hardware and 5G experts from three ...

Not even close. Instead, Kubernetes has become the new Linux, as I’ve written.
Or, perhaps more accurately, it’s a new app server, as Weaveworks CEO
Alexis Richardson suggested in an interview.
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